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INTRODUCTION
If the Mafia had an outpost in Silicon Valley it would be at an office building full of pencil-pushing
misogynistic men called Kleiner Perkins on Sandhill Road in Palo Alto.
These are the guys that trade presidential and senate campaign finances for government kickbacks in
the technology industry.
These are the guys that have been notoriously dubbed “the assholes” in the HBO Mike Judge TV
series: “Silicon Valley”1. Indeed, they go to epic lengths to live up to their nickname.
While no other entity in Silicon Valley deserves a combined FBI – FTC - SEC raid more than Kleiner
Perkins, and their enabling law firms of Wilson Sonsini and Morrison Forrester, those raids are not
going to happen until a new Administration takes the reigns in Washington, DC. In the meantime, let us
document the many ills of “KP”, as they are known.
Some state sponsored entities have raided KP but those incursions were covert. At least one midnight
break-in and multiple electronic hack attacks have sought to source up the dark secrets of the deviant
frat-boy club that holds much of the technology world hostage in the Bay Area. Rumors have it that the
break-ins were sponsored by the Russians, or the Chinese or the FBI or the GOP.
You may have heard of Kleiner Perkins in the lurid sex abuse law suit involving Kleiner executive
Ellen Pao. You may have heard of them when their founder: Tom Perkins, famously ranted about poor
people being “NAZI’S” for not respecting the rich. You may have heard about them when partner Ray
Lane was indicted for epic tax evasion. You may have heard of them when partner Vinod Khosla shut
down one of California’s most beautiful public beaches because he only wanted it to be used for friends
of billionaires. There are thousands of reasons you may have heard of Kleiner Perkins, none of them
good and almost all of these reasons tied to news stories about corruption, crony politics, sexual
depravities, spying and the most amazing dirty deeds and self-aggrandizing hubris you ever heard of.
Kleiner Perkins, most notoriously via their leader John Doerr sourced up the NSA and CIA spy-onevery-American contracts for Google.
Kleiner Perkins created the CLEANTECH CRASH 2 which has, to date, lost American taxpayers over a
trillion dollars of their hard earned money. The Solyndra FBI raid was just the beginning of the
revelations as the Federal Bureau of Investigation suddenly found itself surprised to find that crony
political cash conduits had a hard-wired bee-line from Sandhill Road in Silicon Valley to Pennsylvania
Avenue in Washington, DC.
1 http://www.hbo.com/silicon-valley/
2( http://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/ )
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Kleiner Perkins is the mafia-like organizer of the Silicon Valley Cartel of elite white men who attended
the same college, went to the same fraternity houses, were directed by the same group of wealthy
families and only deal with each other in setting up financing for entrepreneurs in America. The
“Angelgate” Scandal3 exposed how they do their dirty collusion.
Where the big shady deals of Kleiner Perkins may be shady but may also seem to be non-impact events
to the average citizen, these Angelgate collusion events strike personally at specific people in the
community. They strike at the small entrepreneurs and creators who Kleiner Perkin’s decides may
compete with them. They order those creators to be “killed off”.
It gets worse.
Kleiner Perkins helped coordinate something called “the secret Silicon Valley No Poaching collusion!”4
In this even grander plot, the VC’s got together and made a secret database to lock over 10,000
engineers and job-seekers out of getting jobs. You heard that right: Kleiner Perkins and it’s insiders
black-listed thousands of people, in a bad economy, inside America, in order to operate their illicit
Cartel.
Kleiner Perkins got the cash for Eric Schmidt to take over Google and turn Google into the largest spy
operation in the world as well as the largest supplier of Staff to the Obama Administration. Eric
Schmidt had his emails revealed, in court, in which Schmidt was personally directing part of the Cartel
black-listing.
It gets worse than that.
Kleiner Perkins used media fronts that they controlled, such as Gawker Media, Think Progress, New
America Foundation, Google and Motley Fool to destroy the lives of hundreds of people by running
coordinated character assassinations on them across the entire internet. The attacks, known as “The Full
Monty”, publish made-up defamation data, permanently, in front of five billion people around the
world. The defamation attacks are never removed, constantly expanded and, through Kleiner’s massive
control of global search engines, forever replicated.
Kleiner uses its connections with Palantir, Oracle, and other databases to impregnate every HR, job
hunting and recruiter database with red flag negative data on their targets. This ensures that those who
offend Kleiner Perkins will never be able to get a job and can never work again.

3 So A Blogger Walks Into A Bar… | TechCrunch
Yesterday I was tipped off about a “secret meeting” between a group of “Super Angels” being held at
Bin 38, a restaurant and bar in San F rancisco. ... Sitting around the table, Godfather style, were ten or
so of the highest profile angel investors in Silicon Valley.
https://techcrunch.com/2010/09/21/so-a-blogger-walks-into-a-bar/
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation
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Let’s take a look at this program of harassment developed and optimized by Kleiner Perkins:
1. The Kleiner Cartel blacklists you so you can never get investors again.
2. The Kleiner Cartel runs media character assassinations on you so you will never get a job again.
3. The Kleiner Cartel embeds negative results on you, in every hiring database, so you will certainly
never get a job.
4. The Kleiner Cartel uses the fact that it has paid nearly a billion corrupt dollars to State and Federal
officials to have your disability, benefits and insurance applications stone-walled or rejected.
5. The Kleiner Cartel uses the fact that it has paid nearly a billion corrupt dollars to State and Federal
officials to have al of your government services, grants, loan and funding resources stone-walled or
rejected.
With this simple five step attack program, The Cartel can kill you dead without ever needing to fill a
grave.
Federal and state officials have been actively caught engaged in, and supporting these attacks. In
Washington DC federal attack implementors included Steven Chu, Lachlan Seward, Robert Gibbs,
David Axelrod, Bill Daly, David Plouffe, Eric Schmidt, Richard Blum, and over 45 other known and
under-investigation names now terminated from their positions.
In California, Jerry Brown’s Ken Alex, The State Controller and over 30 others are known, by name to
have been running cover games for the Kleiner Cartel. The FBI, now under pressure to indict bigger
names is in the awkward position of having vast and over-whelming evidence on-hand but a larger than
normal pack of criminal suspects to perp walk. The public is demanding justice and the 2016 election
year is proving to be the ultimate line in the sand against corruption. State and Federal officials can no
longer scurry away from consequences. Their implementation of these kinds of attacks on members of
the public, at the behest of corporate campaign villains has reached the high-water mark.
The voters are now fully aware of such schemes, their machinations and the damages to society that
organizations like the Kleiner Cartel cause.
The voters will not take it anymore.
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Sources and further reading:
Kleiner Perkins – The Corruption Times
Posts about Kleiner Perkins written by The WIKI Review Team.
https://atvmdoe.wordpress.com/category/kleiner-perkins/

Bernie Sanders On the Panama Papers: Told You So | WIRED
Bernie Sanders On the Panama Papers: Told You So. Back in 2011, Bernie Sanders told the Senate that
Panama was “a world leader when it comes to allowing ...
http://www.wired.com/2016/04/bernie-sanders-panama-papers-told/
60 MINUTES EPISODE: THE CLEANTECH CRASH
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/cleantech-crash-60-minutes/

Tom Perkins and Schadenfreude in Silicon Valley - The New Yorker
How closely do Tom Perkins's ideas about inequality match the ... thinks is being waged against
wealthy Americans to the Nazis' persecution of Jews. ... “His positions just go to prove that he is the
leading asshole in the state.
http://www.newyorker.com/business/curr[...]ns-and-schadenfreude-in-silicon-valley
So A Blogger Walks Into A Bar… | TechCrunch

Yesterday I was tipped off about a “secret meeting” between a group of “Super Angels” being held at
Bin 38, a restaurant and bar in San Francisco. ... Sitting around the table, Godfather style, were ten or
so of the highest profile angel investors in Silicon Valley.
https://techcrunch.com/2010/09/21/so-a-blogger-walks-into-a-bar/
So A Blogger Walks Into A Bar… | Hacker News

I am late in joining this thread and will add only a few observations to supplement the many good
comments already here: 1. Competitor collusion and express ...
https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=1714377
Category:Anti-competitive behaviour - Wikipedia, the …

Pages in category "Anti-competitive behaviour" The following 69 pages are in this category, out of 69
total. This list may not reflect recent changes . ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Anti-competitive_behaviour
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Angelgate - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Angelgate is a controversy surrounding allegations of price fixing and collusion among a group of ten
angel investors in the San Francisco Bay Area.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angelgate

Talk:Angelgate - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
This article is within the scope of the WikiProject Private Equity Task Force, a collaborative effort to
improve the depth of quality and coverage of the private ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Talk%3AAngelgate
High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation - Wikipedia, …

High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation is a 2010 United States Department of Justice (DOJ) antitrust
action and a 2013 civil class action against several Silicon Valley companies for alleged "no cold .....
Lucasfilm Ltd. The Silicon Valley Anti- Poaching Conspiracy · Docket for In re: High-Tech Employee
Antitrust Litigation ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation

Tom Perkins, world's worst person. Literally - Daily Kos

But the biggest problem with Perkins isn't that he's rich. ... It's just like HITLER! ... That's 0.00008
percent of the cost of his new boat! Asshole.
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2014/1/2[...]Perkins-world-s-worst-person-Literally
assholeofday: Tom Perkins, Asshole of the Day... - lejacquelope

Tom Perkins, Asshole of the Day for January 26, 2014 ... to the parallels of fascist Nazi Germany to its
war on its “one percent,” namely its Jews, ...
http://lejacquelope.tumblr.com/post/75[...]leofday-tom-perkins-asshole-of-the-day

The Great Kleiner Perkins Rip-Off Scandal – CORRUPTION ...
The Great Kleiner Perkins Rip-Off ScandalBy Sally EvansImagine an organization of men who have
created a system to steal brilliant ideas ...
https://corruptionbusterstaskforce.wor[...]great-kleiner-perkins-rip-off-scandal/

Green Bank of Obama: John Doerr and Al Gore of Kleiner Perkins
Kleiner Perkins is also tied to over $9 billion of Obama approved DOE .... Teaser: Senator John Kerry
and Green-Energy Crony-Corruption.
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http://greencorruption.blogspot.com/20[...]cronies-john-doerr-and-al-gore-of.html
THE NO POACHING CONSPIRACY - Venture Capital Corruption

High-Tech Employee Antitrust Litigation - Wikipedia, the free ...Your browser ... Silicon Valley nopoaching settlement in doubt - San Jose ...Your browser ...
http://venturecapitalcorruption.weebly.com/the-no-poaching-conspiracy.html

Ellen Pao trial: most stunning revelations - Business Insider
Ellen Pao's lawsuit against Kleiner Perkins has captivated Silicon Valley ... Kleiner has denied Pao's
allegations; its lead attorney Lynn Hermle ...
http://www.businessinsider.com/ellen-p[...]trial-most-stunning-revelations-2015-3

Marsha Blackburn busts Al Gore on cap and trade corruption ...
Blackburn noted Gore's role as partner in Kleiner, Perkins, Caufield & Byers, a venture capital firm that
invests in technology to address global ...
https://winteryknight.com/2009/04/26/m[...]s-al-gore-on-cap-and-trade-corruption/
Silicon Valley Is Raping Millennials – Valleywiggle Wiki News

Today he's a writer for HBO's brilliant tech comedy “Silicon Valley,” but in .... in the famous “no
poaching class action lawsuit” which Google, and ...
https://valleywiggle.wordpress.com/201[...]/silicon-valley-is-raping-millennials/

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY CORRUPTION CASE: AN ...
Law enforcement is said to have physically broken into VC offices, most notably Kleiner Perkins, to
support investigations. The jig is up! These days, that hot ...
http://xyzcase.weebly.com/

Aussie Corruption Probe Calls for Greater Union Oversight ...
Aussie Corruption Probe Calls for Greater Union Oversight .... Meeker left Morgan Stanley in 2010 to
join Kleiner Perkins as a general partner ...
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles[...]-calls-for-regulator-to-oversee-unions

Articles: Solar Energy: Popular but Corrupt - American Thinker
Solar Energy: Popular but Corrupt. By Warren Beatty .... Obama himself has received $19,000 from
Kleiner Perkins employees. John Doerr, a ...
http://www.americanthinker.com/article[...]es_are_used_for_political_payback.html
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America's Main Problem: Corruption - Washington's Blog
On the Take. Government corruption has become rampant: ..... Doerr's company, Kleiner Perkins was
sued for misogyny and sex abuse. His
http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2015/05[...]ain-problem-in-america-corruption.html

Obama's Political Payback: Green Corruption –– Part One
TROXLER AND BROWN PREDICTIONS OF GREEN CORRUPTION ... More on Apollo later, but
Kleiner Perkins are like ants at a picnic; they're ...
http://concernedcitizen09.blogspot.com[...]07/obamas-political-payback-green.html

Obama's Political Payback: Green Corruption – Part One | Blogcritics
TROXLER AND BROWN PREDICTIONS OF GREEN CORRUPTION ... More on Apollo later, but
Kleiner Perkins are like ants at a picnic; they're ...
http://blogcritics.org/obamas-political-payback-green-corruption-part1/

NextEra: The Green Corruption Files > Hawaii Free Press
by Christine Lakatos, Green Corruption Files, January 23, 2013 ... along with his “ climate buddy" Al
Gore's, VC firm Kleiner Perkins is tied to at ...
http://www.hawaiifreepress.com/Article[...]extEra-The-Green-Corruption-Files.aspx

THE LONDON WORLDWIDE JOURNAL - The World's Public News ...
There's A Huge New Corporate Corruption Scandal. Here's Why ... Bribery fuels political instability —
and it's a propaganda tool for terrorists. Nick Baumann ...
http://www.londonworldwide.com/

Kleiner Perkins | National Legal and Policy Center
Kleiner Perkins ..... Home · About Us · Current Projects · Contact Us · RSS · Twitter · Accomplishments
report-corruption.jpg Donate to NLPC ...
http://nlpc.org/category/keywords/kleiner-perkins

Obama's Green Energy Crony Corporatism - Breitbart
The latter is a partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers, a Silicon Valley .... The Obama
administration will go down as one of the most corrupt ...
http://www.breitbart.com/big-governmen[...]12/07/19/markay-on-venture-coporatism/
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What the Kleiner Perkins Trial Really Means for Gender in Silicon ...
Kleiner Perkins trial to the Clarence Thomas v. Anita Hill one, Joan Williams, .... 29 Pages Revealed:
Corruption, Crime and Cover-up Of 9/11.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/the-importance-of-the-pao_b_7075760

Epic U.S. Trillion Dollar Corruption Scam Uncovered; Operated By ...
Epic U.S. Trillion Dollar Corruption Scam Uncovered; Operated By ... Oh boy, that Steven Chu and
Kleiner Perkins are in a bunch of trouble.
https://voat.co/v/Corruption/comments/307130

The Corruption of Senator Feinstein - Indybay
Dianne Feinstein, the Most Corrupt Person in Congress, Routes Even . ...... They conduited the money
through Kleiner Perkins offices to ...
https://www.indybay.org/uploads/2015/12/10/feinstein_corruption_1.2.pdf

Green Corruption: The Plot Thickens | Blogcritics
As written by Troxler and Brown in their book Killing Wealth, Freeing Wealth, around 2005 Kleiner
Perkins had initially invested $100 million ...
http://blogcritics.org/green-corruption-the-plot-thickens/

Lessons for Employers from Ellen Pao v. Kleiner Perkins | The ...
The Pao v. Kleiner Perkins case, which garnered national attention for its salacious allegations and
high-profile players, reached an end ...
http://www.natlawreview.com/article/le[...]-employers-ellen-pao-v-kleiner-perkins

Lawsuit Alleges "Corruption and Negligence" at Department of Energy
Lawsuit Alleges “Corruption and Negligence” at Department of Energy ..... Doerr is a partner in the
Kleiner Perkins venture capital firm, which ...
http://dailysignal.com/2012/11/16/laws[...]nd-negligence-at-department-of-energy/

Noxious Corruption in Plain Sight | Liberty Works |
The corrupt Political establishment no longer fears voters. Instead ... Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers
is an investor in Fisker Automotive, Inc.
http://libertyworks.com/noxious-corruption-in-plain-sight/
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Third Largest Power Company in the World is the Third Largest ...
Through this special series on green-energy crony-corruption, we've .... one of Kleiner Perkins shining
green companies, where John Doerr ...
http://finance.townhall.com/columnists[...]est_recipient_of_risky_loans/page/full
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